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PREFACE.

The object of this book is to assist the teacher in

making the writing lesson a pleasure to the youngest
pupil and to outline a method which will give the

students in the lowest grades a start in the proper
system —the system which must necessarily be used
in senior grades if good results are to be achieved.
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MUSCULAR OR ARM MOVEMENT

TT is n0w rec nized b, almosl all authorities on writing thai the correct thoJ or n, ment for writing is

I ,, wMch for , nu r of years has been incorrectly termed "Muscular.'' The term -'Muscular MoveA
,,,

, mplete and misleading and has lead manj to sup, that well developed forearm muscles

.„ at ia] in acquiring the proper m ment. This erroneous idea is res, ible for anron held by some

"Lhers Lt the proper .1 > be acquired by a child I an f the .acfc ol forearm muscular develop-

ment.

The teacher of writing should first get a correct e reption of the movement required.

„, referring to the "Arm," i, ma, be well to remember that the "Forearm" is that portion of the arm

from th „ ,.„„,„ to the wrist; the "Upper Arm," that portion from the elbow to the shoulder.

The muscles of the forearm are used solely to move the fingers. The muscles of the upper arm control the

forward and backward and also the lateral movements of the arm.

Experience has proved that if the muscles of the forearm be used in writing for letter formation they very

, ,

;

'

, Lrnp in the back of the hand is the result ; the m, in the upper arm a, apab e of standmg

, , i
:

P

Dg without showing any such unpleasant and disa, - effects. In order tha the muscles o

nn Md those of the forearm should share according to their relative strengths, it has been found that





the muscles of the forearm should be used solely to keep the hand and pen or pencil in position while the stronger

muscles of the upper nun should be used to control the motions oJ the band and arm in the formation of letters and

But even these s1 gei muscles would soon tire in writing if they were continually required to hold or

keep the arm off the table or desk. It naturally follows then that the nun should rest on the desk.

Since we have decided upon the source of the motive |iower for writing, let us next note the means which

nature has provided to facilitate the use of these muscles.

The skin of the forearm, and in fact of .-ill the body, is attached to the Superficial Fascia by means of a small

growth of connecting tissue which permits a ven slight vement of the skin. The Deep fascia envelops the

muscles. In the Superficial Facia and between it and the Deep Fascia lie fat and connective tissue. This eonne<

tive tissue, on almost even part of tin especially mi the forearm, is very loose, which permits of eon

siderable movement of the forearm without a corresponding movement of tin 1 skin. It i-- therefore possible, owing

tn tin- 1 t j
.

•— . tii move tin- ami forward or backward 01 to make it rotate while the skin of the forearm is kept

stationery by resting Tim arm mi a table or desk.

These push, pull ami rotar\ movements, made a- suggested by the muscles of the upper arm with the arm

resting mi a flat -nrt'a. .-. form the basis of move nt in writing. Tim distai f stroke or length of motion which





it is possible to make does not depend on the muscular development of the forearm, but is governed to some extent

by the amount of fat on the forearm.

This looseness of the skin, remember, is not confined to the forearm, but may be found on almost every part

of the body even where there are very few muscles. This fact disposes of the contention of some teachers that

considerable muscular development is required before a child ran be taught to use the so-called "muscular move

inent.

Let us remember then: 1st, that practically all motions in writing are produced b^ the muscles of the upper

arm, and not by the muscles of the forearm; 2nd, that the fingers, while they maj be used verj slightly in making

very long stroke-, are, generally speaking, used only to hold the pen; 3rd. that the forearm should rest on the table;

4th, that the looseness of the skin permits of considerable motion of the arm without any sliding motion of the

skin.

With these tarts in mind, we may deduce the following definition for muscular movement: Muscular move-

ment as applied to writing is a movement of the arm while resting on the forearm without any corresponding

movement of the skin, the motion being produced by the muscles of the upper arm.

WHEN THE ARM MOVEMENT SHOULD BE COMMENCED
Arm movement should be introduced just as soon as the child is taught to represent a sound by a symbol.

1 do not claim that the teacher should require the pupil to make the letters on paper with this movement just as





soon as they have been introduced. To require the young ehild to make his first letters with this movement alone

would be disastrous. The youngesl pupil should get a simple and interesting start which will ultimately develop

the proper movement. But the best results can be obtained only by carefully graded, simple and interesting exer-

cises. At a very early stage in the child's school life, letters or sound symbols sueh as sh, hop, etc., are introduced.

It would not be reasonable t.» expect the child to be able to make these difficult forms on paper with the proper

movement without considerable practice, nor could it be expected that the child should be kept on even simple

forms until he can make them with tin- proper movement.

If then a start should lie made in arm movementwriting as soon as letters are introduced, and if the teach-

ing "i reading is nut to be retarded, it is evident that the subjects of reading and "writing movement" must be

taught during different periods. Let us designate as the "Reading Period" that period m which the child is

taught letter-sounds, combinations, words, etc., including their formation, and let us designate as the "Writing

Period" that period in whieh the attention i^ directed to the acquiring of the proper movement in the making of

these letter-sounds, combinations, words, phrases and sentences.

Owing to the early introduction of complex forms in the reading class, it will not be advisable to introduce

the complex forms in the writing class at Tilt- sinii' time. In the writing period letters should not In' taught at an

earlj stage, and when they an' introduced the simplicity of their formation should govern the order in which they

should be taught.
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METHOD

Iii assisting the pupil to acquire the proper movement, the element of INTEREST is most important: In-

terest in the material and interest imparted by the personality of the teacher. In order to stimulate interest,

the pupil must be set at ease, must have confidence in the teacher. Material should be introduced which is

closely connected with the child's games. Every school room should be provided with good blackboards in almost

every available space. They should be pis 1 sufficiently low to enable the youngest pupil to use them with ease.

Colored crayons should always be Kept on hand.

THE FIRST LESSON.—Each child should be provided with a piece of chalk and should be shown the pro-

per method of holding it. Kadi child should be allotted sufficient space at the blackboard to enable him to play

with freedom. Interest should be stimulated by questions regarding toys. The child should be asked to make

the picture on the blackboard of some plaything—a ball, a hoop, a cube, a box, a block, a wheel, a doll's hat,—any-

thing. The teacher should make three requirements: 1st, the picture must be made large; 2nd, the picture must, be

made with a quick whole arm mo\ eineiit ; :'.rd. the motion of the picture must be started in the air.

SUCCEEDING LESSONS. Blackboard picture exercises should be continued for quite a long time. Each

new exercise should introduce -.one new feature. For example: Lesson No. 2 might be confined to pictures having
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up ami ilown lines; No. 3, to lateral lines; No. 4, combination of lateral and up and down; No. 5, curves; No. 6,

circles; No. 7. ellipses, usually termed ovals; No. 8, eombination of straight lines and circles, etc.

Every form should represent seme plaything of interest to the pupil. These are only suggestions. The

teacher should decide what will best interest the pupils.

After fi lorn of movement has been acquired at the blackboard, an attempt should be made with a pencil

and paper. When the pencil is introduced the young pupil should not be given letters, but should continue on

pictures, making them with the correct movement and as huge as possible. It must be remembered that greater

harm will result from starting the pupils at letters too early than from keeping them on picture exercises too

Before pencil holding has 1 a taught, special rotary movement drills should be given. Let the children close

the right hand tightly and play the gam.' of '-The Old Dusty Miller grinding his Flour" by resting the right arm

on the table closing the right hand tightly and grinding the flour by rolling the arm around as loosely as possible

without allowing the sleeve to slide. This game may be played to the tune of "The Old Dusty Miller" which adds

interests and accomplishes the desired object; viz., rotary muscular movement.

In the same way, a tune may be introduced or any other feature introduced to secure regularity of time in

almost every movement exercise which may be given.
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The |'U] Us may be taught pencil holding, and the same exercises reviewed, with the pencil held properly but

without making a mark on the paper.

\r.,t ii In- will come the same games to the same tunes with the same movement, making a picture of

"The Old Dust\ Miller."

\i :li - stage attenti list I"- given to the posit f the body, hands, arms, paper and pencil holding.

\oto ilio illustrations in the text. Do not allow tin' grip; ing of the pencil. Lines an. I forms must 1"' made quick-

ly. The fingers must be used only to hold the pencil. All motion for letters or figure formation should come from

the shoulder. Give praise to good movement, not to good form unless the u 1 form be produced by a good move-

ment. Blackboard work should still In- continued.

In iln- way interest in the subject of writing can be maintained indefinitely. It would not be possible to

outline a definite plan for all to follow. Each teacher must here display originality in method which is essential

to success. Sufficient suggestions are given in the work to assist the teacher to successfully plan a complete course

for himself. Honest effort will ultimately lie rewarded by success. Keep in mind that proper attention to Interest,

Movement ami Form will result in good writing, the essentials of which are Legibility, Rapidity and Beauty.

i'.'i detailed information in regard to movement, pen holding, etc., see Sprott's Metromnic System of Writing,

Tart U.
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IF YOU WISH TO BECOME A GOOD WRITER
USE

SPROTT'S PEN NIBS
'

I *HESE nibs are carefully made from the best selected steel, and are all thoroughly tested and

^ guaranteed to produce exceptionally smooth clear lines. They aie not so fine as to cause

them to catch in the paper when upward strokes are made, and yet are sufficiently fine to

prevent too much ink from flowing from the nib when practising movement exercises.

YOU CAN GET THEM AT YOUR STATIONERS








